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Why Did I Completely
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’d like to start out by saying a few things about my experience with mastery
learning. First, mastery learning is not new; it’s been around for a very long
time and many teachers may be using various aspects of it, consciously or not.
I didn’t invent it, and I’ve learned a lot about how to use it from other people.
Second, my teaching experience is with secondary school physical science
and chemistry courses, but teachers at all year levels and in all subjects can use
mastery learning. There are some particular aspects of teaching science (like
those labs!) that more general books on mastery learning may not touch on, and
that’s why I wrote this book.
Because my experience is limited to secondary school physical sciences, I
have developed a website to facilitate sharing and communication concerning
mastery teaching in the sciences. This website gives teachers of various levels
and disciplines the opportunity to share, ask questions and support one another
as they venture into the world of mastery learning. You can join this community
at http://kellymorganscience.com/science-mastery-learning/.
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The Questions That Led to Change
By many accounts, I was a successful teacher during my first eight years. My students liked me and my class. I taught in a thematic manner to tightly integrate
real-world applications with college-prep chemistry content. I frequently used
inquiry and student-designed experiments in my classes. Most of my students
learned, as evidenced by assessments throughout and at the end of the courses.
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Were my students learning or passing?
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I used effective techniques such as visual PowerPoint presentations with extensive examples, guided practice and scaffolding for inquiry.
So why did I decide to completely turn my classroom upside down during
Year 9? Because most of my students were learning – but not all. And because I
didn’t like the answers to some of the questions I was asking myself.
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My class had been set up in a fairly typical manner – class discussions and lectures, lab about once a week, in-class guided practice, students working together
in small groups to practise, chapter reviews and traditional exams. My marking
usually consisted of about 20% for practice, 30% for labs, 40% for tests and 10%
for the final exam.
The problem with this scenario is that students could copy all the practice
and review problems from a friend and ride on the coat-tails of a lab partner
for lab marks, and if they received 100% on all practice and labs they only
needed to average 20% on the tests and final exam to pass the class. Even if
they got 90% on practice and labs, they only had to score 30% on the chapter
tests to pass the course.
Students could copy all their non-test work from friends and dramatically
fail every test and still walk out of my classroom with chemistry credit. I was
“putting my stamp of approval” on these students. I could solve the problem by
stopping copying on practice and labs (but let’s face it – those who want to cheat
the system will always find a way) or by weighting the mark so heavily toward
tests that those who did not do well would not pass the class. I did not like the
second option because weighting the test more heavily would unfairly lower the
mark of students who truly did all the course work themselves yet didn’t perform well in the test. For similar reasons, I have always believed in partial credit
on the tests themselves – which usually allowed most students to receive at least
the 20–30% needed to pass the class with such a system.
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Was I building the needed prior knowledge
for my students?
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During my PhD course work, I read a lot of interesting research and information. Most of it contained elements that I had already known through years in
the classroom, but the readings would put several pieces together or give some
new light to an old observation, and I learned a great deal. I read about the
importance of prior knowledge. I knew that a students’ prior knowledge was
a huge factor in how well they learn new information – but studying cognition
and how we learn brought this key factor into greater focus.
NST0911 • 9781760010911 • © 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education
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So much of what I do in my chemistry and physical science courses depends
on prior knowledge. If students never really “get” how to write a chemical formula, how can I go on to chemical reactions, balancing, stoichiometry and other
topics requiring that basic skill? The kids who were left behind in the beginning
never caught up. So why was I leaving them behind? Because once a majority of
the kids “get it” in a “traditional classroom”, you need to keep going. You tend
to teach to the middle in a heterogeneous classroom, and once the middle is
ready, you move on to the next topic.
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What messages was I sending to my students?
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I was sending many non-verbal messages to my students that were unconscious on my part: It’s okay to go through this class without ever really learning.
Everyone learns the same way and requires the same activities. We’re going to
move on even if some of you are not ready. I’m not going to let those who are
ready faster move on before the middle is ready. I don’t expect you all to be able
to understand all of this information, so I don’t hold you to higher standards
than copying daily work and labs along with failing every test.
These were not the messages I wanted to send! Instead, now I stand in front
of my students on the first day of class and tell them that I believe that every student in my room can learn the chemistry in this course. That even if they never
take another chemistry class, I want them to walk out of the room believing that
they were capable of learning this material and that they did learn it. I explicitly
tell them that every student will get at least an 80% on every quiz in the class and
that I’m not going to move on without them – I’ll keep working with them until
they do get it. This is a very powerful message to send to students who have
barely passed their previous science courses, believe they aren’t good at it and
are scared to death just to be in a chemistry class.
I also tell the higher-level students that they can move on when they’re ready.
They don’t have to wait for everyone else. If they don’t need to practise balancing
equations for two days before they can pass a quiz, then they don’t need to do so.
This is an equally powerful message to send to these students, who often feel held
back in many of their courses. Yes, there are often advanced classes some students
can take – but within every level of course, there are various levels of students.
Even in an advanced class some are ready to move on before others.
I let all the students know that I understand that students learn in different
ways and at different speeds. And that what one person gets easily or struggles
with may vary from section to section or chapter to chapter.
There is a huge learning curve at the beginning for students, because they
are not used to this format of class and don’t know how to operate within it right
© 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760010911 • NST0911
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Who was taking responsibility for their learning?
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away. But they get it after a while – and when they do, they are grateful for this
class structure.
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For years I held all the responsibility for my students’ learning: I decided when
they needed more practice, I decided how they were to learn a concept and I
decided when they were ready to move on. If I was going to help prepare these
students for “life outside of secondary school” – whatever that may look like
for each student – I was going to have to help them begin to take responsibility
for their own learning.
That doesn’t mean that they are on their own. I guide them – for example,
suggesting that they work on a worksheet to check their ability to calculate density before taking the density quiz; or pointing out how a narrated PowerPoint
presentation, which allows electrons to move around on the screen, might be a
good way to learn how to draw dot structures for molecules. If they don’t pass
their first quiz, I suggest that they do some more learning, thinking or discussing
before coming back for another quiz. By the end of the year, students are much
more capable of determining whether they know the material and are ready for
a quiz or need more practice, help or discussion before taking the quiz. I believe
that these self-monitoring skills will serve them well as they prepare for their
next stage in life.
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Am I sure I want to do this?
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Even with all of these reasons to make the transition to a mastery learning classroom, it was not easy. I wavered back and forth many, many times that year before
I implemented this type of classroom. It was scary – how was I going to handle
marking, quizzing, instruction and (for goodness’ sake) those labs?! Would my
students learn as much, less, more? I worried about “hurting” my students academically, despite the fact that all the research I’d studied and all my own personal
classroom experiences were suggesting that it would be a good thing.
I’ve presented much of this information at various conferences and workshops and I see the same look in many teachers’ eyes that I must have had in
my own – I really feel like this will change things for the better…but am I sure I
really want to jump off this cliff? What about…? What about…? There are a lot
of things to think about, and I hope that this book will go a long way toward
answering the questions I had and the questions other teachers have asked me.
I’ll share research-based teaching techniques and the things I’ve learned about
how to run a mastery-based classroom on a day-to-day basis.
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Chapter 2 gives an overview of mastery learning, its history and effects on students. It’s a brief introduction to the general teaching method and should be
read first.
Chapter 3 delves into a great deal of research that supports the various
components of mastery learning. You may or may not wish to skip this chapter at first. I love research and always want to know the basis behind teaching
techniques before I delve into the nitty-gritty details, so I would read it before
moving on to the more practical chapters. But I realise that many readers will be
anxious to see exactly how a mastery class would play out in real life and may
be bored, frankly, with the review of research supporting the methods. If you’re
that type of person, go ahead and skip Chapter 3 and come back to it when
you’re curious about why various aspects of mastery learning work.
Chapter 4 is a “frequently asked questions” type of chapter. When I’ve presented on mastery learning in the science classroom and informally talked with
colleagues, there are many details about the day-to-day workings of a mastery
classroom that are often asked. This chapter takes you through as many as I
could think of to help you get started.
Chapter 5 pulls it all together to give you a picture of what a mastery learning
science classroom might look like. Read this chapter to see what a typical day in
a mastery classroom might feel like. There are also several variations presented
for implementation of mastery learning at different levels. I hope these snapshots into my vision of how mastery learning operates will spark your imagination and creativity for how you might make these teaching methods your own.
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